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Manipulating the surface chemistry of graphene is critical to many applications that are achievable by

chemical functionalization. Specifically, tailoring the spatial distribution of functional groups offers more

opportunities to explore functionality using continuous changes in surface energy. To this end, careful

consideration is required to demonstrate the chemical gradient on graphene surfaces, and it is necessary

to develop a technique to pattern the spatial distribution of functional groups. Here, we demonstrate the

tailoring of a chemical gradient through direct mechanochemical cleavage of atoms from chemically

functionalized graphene surfaces via an atomic force microscope. Additionally, we define the surface

characteristics of the fabricated sample by using lateral force microscopy revealing the materials' intrinsic

properties at the nanoscale. Furthermore, we perform the cleaning process of the obtained lateral force

images by using a machine learning method of truncated singular value decomposition. This work

provides a useful technique for many applications utilizing continuous changes in the surface energy of

graphene.
1. Introduction

Graphene has garnered signicant attention due to its unique
and extraordinary electronic, mechanical, and chemical prop-
erties since it was successfully exfoliated from graphite by
a peeling method called micromechanical cleavage.1 Thereaer,
remarkable progress in large-area growth techniques of gra-
phene has made possible a variety of its applications including
in transparent, stretchable, and wearable electronics.2–5

However, it has been challenging to expand applications due to
certain limitations, such as a zero band gap, inert surface
chemistry, and weak electrochemical activity.6,7 In this regard,
there have been extensive studies on the surface modication of
graphene via chemical functionalization to open its band
gap8–10 or to tune its surface energy.11 Especially, the chemical
modication of graphene surfaces has relied mostly on plasma
treatment,12–14 which allowed for the modication of graphene's
characteristics such as surface friction and band gap.15
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Consequently, it pioneered a new era of application of graphene
such as gas sensors,16 high-performance dielectric materials17

and microscale solid lubricants.18

While the strategy of attaching atoms or functional groups
for surface control of two-dimensional (2D) materials has been
widely studied,19,20 controlling the surface of 2D materials by
removing such atoms or functional groups is also being high-
lighted,21 especially the surface modication of the chemical
gradient.22 The chemical gradient is a linear gradient in the
form of a slope created by articially manipulating the density
of functionalized groups (O and F) in a functionalized graphene
area. The region where physical properties change on one
material has a region where a semiconductor changes to
a conductor due to graphene with conductor properties and
functionalized graphene with semiconductor properties.23 At
the same time, it has a very unique property that hydroiodic
graphene and hydrophilic functionalized graphene change
linearly.15 There are limitations in conventional plasma pro-
cessing methods or masking methods to pattern the spatial
distribution at the nanoscale. However, it is possible to tailor an
elaborate chemical gradient by scrubbing the surface of 2D
materials with a sharp atomic force microscope (AFM) tip.
Contact-mode AFM is a technology that can directly interact
with samples and obtain physical properties of the surface
based on a very small force (typically 10–50 nN) in the repulsive
region of the Lennard-Jones potential generated between the
sharp tip of the AFM and the sample. Because direct interaction
between the AFM tip and the sample may cause damage to both
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 2271–2279 | 2271
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the tip and sample surface due to generation of high pressure
exerted by the tip on the sample, it can be also used to obtain
data on surface friction,24 and one can investigate the naturally
conned water meniscus between the sharp tip and the sample
affecting the friction behavior,25 In addition, contact-mode AFM
can be used not only for characterizing the sample surface, but
also for the nanomanipulation of particles on the sample at the
atomic level.26 Moreover, it can be used to modify the bond
between graphene and the substrate and ultimately the surface
electrical properties of graphene by using the high pressure of
diamond tips.27

Recently, Felts et al. introduced a method of direct mecha-
nochemical cleavage of functional groups on chemically
modied graphene (CMG) by using contact-mode AFM,21

demonstrating that the mechanochemical reaction rate is
determined by chemical properties of the AFM tip, the force
between the tip and the sample, and the dwell time – deter-
mined by another scan parameter such as the contact radius
and tip speed. However, there have been no systematic studies
on elaborate techniques to pattern continuous chemical gradi-
ents on 2D surfaces, despite their potential applications in basic
and applied studies utilizing changes in the gradient surface
energy landscape (e.g., voluntary movement of water droplets,
application of electronic elements due to continuous changes in
the bandgap, applications using thermal conductivity changes,
differences in atomic deposition due to surface energy differ-
ences, etc.). Here, we further demonstrate a chemical gradient
via mechanochemical cleavage of adatoms on the CMG (uo-
rinated or hydrogenated graphene) by in situ adjustment of the
mechanochemical reaction during standard contact-mode
AFM, achieved through a change in both the normal load and
dwell time in the slow scan direction and tip speed in the fast
scan direction (Fig. S1†). We evaluated the surface characteris-
tics of CMG with lateral force microscopy (LFM) that indicates
friction information of the surface of the sample by using the
fact that the CMG has higher friction than pristine graphene.15

Furthermore, we demonstrate an effective image processing
technique for optimizing the obtained LFM images using the
truncated singular value decomposition method (SVD) to
eliminate noise from data.28,29

2. Experimental details
2.1. Fluorination and hydrogenation of graphene

We prepared a large-area monolayer graphene lm on copper
foil by the chemical vapor deposition method.30,31 Graphene was
chemically functionalized by either CF4 plasma (CF4 20 sccm,
150 W, 50 mTorr, and 1 min) for uorination or H2 plasma (H2

40 sccm, 50 W, 10 mTorr, and 10 min) for hydrogenation. We
conrmed the chemical specications of the fabricated uori-
nated graphene and hydrogenated graphene comparing with
pristine graphene by using Raman spectra (Fig. S2†). As shown
in Fig. S3,† the exfoliated monolayer pristine graphene was
treated via CF4 plasma, and the Raman mapping image shows
a uniform D-peak intensity, which indicates that the graphene
surface was uniformly changed to a uorinated surface.
Although non-uniform D-peak intensity was conrmed at the
2272 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 2271–2279
edges of graphene, the central area of uorinated graphene (FG)
in which the mechanical deuorination experiment is per-
formed with the AFM tip is a uniformly uorinated area.
2.2. Mechanochemical cleavage by using AFM

We performed gradient mechanochemical cleavage of the uo-
rinated or hydrogenated graphene by using a conventional AFM
(NX10, Park System Co.) with a contact-mode silicon cantilever
(PPP-CONSTSCR, NANOSENSORS™) which has a force constant
of about 0.2 N m−1 and a resonance frequency of about 23 kHz
under ambient conditions (Table S1†). According to a previous
study,21 for the mechanochemical reaction rate determined by
using the normal load, dwell time and chemical properties of
the AFM tip, we create a potential gradient on CMG with
a combination of adjusting the normal load for step variation of
the slow scan direction (Fig. S4†) and dwell time, which are
important factors to adjust properly and continuously to
determine the mechanochemical reaction rate. In other to
control the dwell time, we xed the line space for the slow scan
direction typically in 32 steps, by adjusting the normal load and
controlled speed of the tip during scanning. Note that we
assume the wear of the tip radius due to damage during scan-
ning,21which is another factor that determines the dwell time, is
small. Damage to the tip is unavoidable. However, the area
where the potential gradient was created in this work is a small
area of several mm2. It is reported that the scission of chemical
bonding due to contact is inversely proportional to the 4th
power of the contact radius of the tip, so if the damage of the tip
is assumed to be large, uniform surface friction in the area
pressed with the same force and increasing surface friction in
the slow scan direction should be obtained; however, we could
not nd such results. And it is difficult to check the graphene
damage with height information when there are contaminants
on the surface, since the graphene on the SiO2 substrate has
a height of about 3 Å. However, graphene, CMG, and SiO2 have
different surface friction characteristics, and thus, if graphene is
damaged, it can be easily identied through LFM data. However,
considerably high pressure is required to damage graphene in
contact mode AFM such as graphene damage at a high force of
∼950 nN using a diamond coated cantilever and changing the
electrical properties of bi or multilayer graphene using a dia-
mond cantilever.26 We could not nd such graphene damage.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Potential gradient mechanochemical cleavage on
exfoliated & uorinated graphene

Fig. 1 shows the schematic illustration describing our technique
to pattern the chemical gradient on the graphene surface via
mechanochemical cleavage of adatoms from the chemically
modied graphene. We controlled the reaction rate by precisely
adjusting the factors (dwell time and normal load) to create
a potential gradient by intentionally grading the density of
functional groups on the surface. The cleavage degree of the
functional group when the tip physically comes into contact with
the sample shows an exponential decay characteristic of the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Fabrication schematic of gradient mechanochemical cleavage
of the fluorinated or hydrogenated graphene via a contact-mode
cantilever of an atomic force microscope.
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energy activation barrier by the product of the applied stress and
the activation volume, and is affected by temperature.21 There-
fore, when performing an experiment at a xed temperature, if
the product of the stress applied to the sample by the tip and the
activation volume is sufficiently greater than the energy activa-
tion barrier of the sample, the functional group can be separated
by the tip. The degree of breakage of the bond between the
functional group and graphene is affected by several scan
parameters, such as the pressing force, the distance between
scan lines, the speed of the tip, and the contact area between the
Fig. 2 Gradient mechanochemical cleavage of the fluorinated graphene
105 nN) and the tip speed (scan rate of 50 Hz–0.5 Hz) with a step interval o
on SiO2. (c and d) Magnified height and LFM images of the gradient mec

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
tip and the sample. Therefore, in order to create a gradient on
functionalized graphene, the above parameters are continuously
changed so that the scan can be performed with a feasible scan
speed and normal force while reducing the time required for
scanning, and thereby, adjusting the density of the functional
group to create a gradient on the surface was performed.

Fig. 2a and b show the topography and LFM images of exfo-
liated & uorinated graphene. Gradient mechanochemical
cleavage of the uorinated graphene was performed to produce
a 1 × 1 mm gradient by gradually removing the attached uorine
atoms. 2048 lines were scanned to allow the line space in the slow
scan direction to be 0.48 nm with a resulting scan range of ∼1
mm, and the normal load variation range was set from 20 nN to
105 nN (32 steps in the slow scan direction) along with a corre-
sponding tip speed range of 50 Hz–0.5 Hz (line scan rate) under
a condition of linear control. Aer this, we conrmed the result of
the gradient mechanochemical cleavage with an additional wider
LFM scan (1.3× 1.3 mm) along with a low set point of normal load
(5 nN) and fast tip speed (10 Hz) for evaluation (low dwell time
prevents undesired removal of the chemical groups). Fig. 2d
shows the LFM image indicating frictional information corre-
sponding to the height information (Fig. 2c), which conrms that
the functional groups of uorinated graphene are successfully
cleaved gradually in the desired pattern. The surface contami-
nants shown as white spots in Fig. 2 had an average height of
by using a contact-mode AFM by controlling the normal load (20 nN–
f 32. (a and b) Height and LFM images of the fluorinated graphene flake
hanochemical cleavage of the fluorinated graphene.

Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 2271–2279 | 2273
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approximately 3 nm and did not interfere with the tip–surface
interaction or the quality of the fabricated chemical gradient.

3.2. Potential gradient mechanochemical cleavage on the
CVD & hydrogenated graphene

Next, we demonstrated the gradient mechanochemical cleavage
of hydrogen atoms attached to the surface of graphene prepared
via CVD, which is more ideal for large-scale applications (Fig. 3).
We performed the production of gradient mechanochemical
cleavage on 3 × 3 mm of hydrogenated CVD graphene. 3072
lines were scanned to allow the line space between slow scans to
be 0.97 nm, and the normal load (20 nN–120 nN)/and speed of
the tip (line scan rate of 50 Hz–0.5 Hz) were both linearly
controlled. An additional scan was performed for evaluation
(4.2 × 4.2 mm). Fig. 3a shows the average height line prole of
the slow scan direction from the scanned height image (white
dashed box) of the gradient mechanochemical cleavage on
hydrogenated CVD graphene (Fig. 3b), and we point out the
atness of the height prole in the inset of the graph. Fig. 3c
shows the average LFM signal line prole of the slow scan
direction from the scanned LFM image (white dashed box) of
the gradient mechanochemical cleavage on hydrogenated CVD
Fig. 3 Gradient mechanochemical cleavage of the CVD and hydrogenat
tip speed (line scan rate of 50–0.5 Hz) with a step interval of 32. (a) Ave
mechanochemical cleavage on surface of hydrogenated graphene. (c)
showing mechanochemical cleavage on surface of hydrogenated graph

2274 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 2271–2279
graphene (Fig. 3d), and we point out the gradient prole from
the LFM data in the inset of the graph. Note that surface
cleanliness is a crucial factor in performing precise gradient
mechanochemical cleavage. We nd that if there are large
contaminants on the surface of the graphene, it is difficult to
dene the formation of ramping (normal load & dwell time) due
to the interference between the tip and the contaminated
surface (Fig. 3b). We note that one can perform this experiment
with other combinations such as CVD & uorinated graphene
and exfoliated & hydrogenated graphene.

3.3. Potential gradient mechanochemical cleavage of the
wide area (CVD & hydrogenated graphene)

Typically, one can fabricate a relatively wide area of the gra-
phene sheet by using the CVDmethod instead of the exfoliation
method. Thus, we demonstrated the gradient mechanochem-
ical cleavage of the hydrogen atom attached CVD graphene by
verifying the fabrication capability of a wide surface area
compared to that of the mechanically exfoliated graphene
(Fig. 4). We demonstrate the potential gradient of 10 × 10 mm
on hydrogenated graphene, and a total of 10 240 lines was
scanned to allow the line space between slow scans to be
ed graphene under a condition of the normal load (0–120 nN) and the
rage height profile data extracted vertically. (b) Height image showing
Average LFM signal profile data extracted vertically. (d) Lateral image
ene.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Gradient mechanochemical cleavage of the wide area (10× 10 mm, CVD & hydrogenated graphene) under a condition of the normal load
(10–103 nN) and the tip speed (line scan rate of 10–0.18 Hz) with a step interval of 32. (a) Average height profile data extracted vertically, (b) height
image showingmechanochemical cleavage on surface of CVD & hydrogenated graphene. (c) Average LFM signal profile data extracted vertically
(d) lateral image showing mechanochemical cleavage on surface of CVD & hydrogenated graphene.
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0.97 nm, and the normal load (10 nN–103 nN)/and speed of the
tip (line scan rate of 10 Hz–0.18 Hz) were all linearly controlled.
Fig. 4a shows the average height line prole of the slow scan
direction from the scanned height image (white dashed box) of
the wide range gradient mechanochemical cleavage in a wide
range of hydrogenated CVD graphene (Fig. 4b), conrming the
atness of the height prole in the inset of the graph, while
Fig. 4c shows the average LFM signal line prole of the slow
scan direction from the scanned LFM image (white dashed box)
of the gradient mechanochemical cleavage on hydrogenated
CVD graphene (Fig. 4d), conrming the gradient prole from
the LFM data in the inset of the graph. Note that the created
ramp area (10 × 10 mm) is relatively large, which indicates that
the total traveling distance of the tip is long enough; thus, one
can assume that the contact radius of the tip increases by tip
wear resulting in an increment of the dwell time gradually
differing from the beginning to the end during scanning.
However, we found that the tip radius variation by a relatively
long-time scan shows no big issue for the results, and rather,
the normal load and tip speed are more dominant factors for
the performance of the gradient mechanochemical cleavage.
More interestingly, at the wide surface area, grain boundaries
(GBs) are observed (see the lines in Fig. 4d). Normally, the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
binding energy of adatoms with carbon atoms at the GB is
stronger than that of adatoms and carbon atoms on the basal
plane; therefore, we assume that adatoms on GBs are not
eliminated via mechanochemical cleavage.32,33 Moreover, we
consider this observation positive since our technique provides
an opportunity to pattern adatoms only on the GBs on the
graphene surface. The bond between adatoms and graphene
has stronger binding energy at GBs and in the winkle region
than in at regions.33 Therefore, separation of H or F in gra-
phene GBs and the winkle region requires a higher pressure
than the pressure required for separation in a at area, so
selective removal might be possible at the GB and in the winkle
region. And this can explain why the functional groups in GBs
and the winkle region in Fig. 3 and 4 are still intact.
3.4. Data optimization of the lateral force images via
singular value decomposition (SVD)

The data obtained from the aforementioned experiments inev-
itably display undesired noise, caused by various environmental
factors. Although it is possible to minimize these things in the
sample fabrication process,34,35 it is virtually impossible to
eliminate all causes of noise. And these contaminants not only
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 2271–2279 | 2275



Fig. 5 Data cleaning process (pixels). (a) Gradient mechanochemical cleavage on the exfoliated & fluorinated graphene of 1 × 1 mm ((i) original
data, (ii) removed data, and (iii) cleaned data). (b) Gradient mechanochemical cleavage on the CVD & hydrogenated graphene of 3 × 3 mm ((i)
original data, (ii) removed data, and (iii) cleaned data). (c) Gradient mechanochemical cleavage on the wide area (10 × 10 mm) of CVD &
hydrogenated graphene ((i) original data, (ii) removed data, and (iii) cleaned data).
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hinder proper contact between the AFM tip and the graphene
surface, but also inhibit optimal evaluation of the gradient
mechanochemical cleavage data obtained from LFM. Thus, we
employed a machine-learning based linear algebraic approach
of truncated singular value decomposition (SVD) to extrapolate
relevant experimental data from the raw data, as shown in
Fig. 5.36 SVD is a linear algebra operation used for separating
matrices in descending order; truncated SVD operates by
reconstructing these separated matrices and removing irrele-
vant data from the raw data by manually selecting the principal
components of the diagonal matrices (ESI note, Fig. S5†). The
data optimization processes for the raw gradient mechano-
chemical cleavage data of 1 × 1 mm, 3 × 3 mm, and 10 × 10 mm
are shown in Fig. 5. In addition, Fig. S6† shows the 3D proles
of the 1 × 1 mm and 10 × 10 mm results.

Fig. 6 shows that the average value of the separated data is
maintained and there is almost no data deformation caused by
the truncated SVD cleaning process. As the standard deviation
2276 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 2271–2279
is reduced, we evaluate the results of gradient mechanochem-
ical cleavage clearly by removing unnecessary data and distin-
guish each data cluster in the histogram. Therefore, this
indicates that truncated SVD can be used to increase the
performance of the clustering algorithm. Fig. 6a(i), b(i) and c(i)
show the mean values of the line prole of the LFM images (1 ×

1 mm, 3 × 3 mm, and 10 × 10 mm) comparing the original raw
data of gradient mechanochemical cleavage (black line) to the
cleaned data (red line), demonstrating that truncated SVD does
not affect the average value of the data. In addition, because the
LFM data are considered as a combination of scratched CMG
and bare CMG showing two different values of the friction
signal, one can expect that there are two shapes of the histo-
gram peak. Thus, it is difficult to distinguish these two peaks in
noisy raw data (black dots of Fig. 6a(ii), b(ii) and c(ii)). However,
we clearly observed two different peaks in the data cleaned by
usage of the truncated SVD method (red dots of Fig. 6a(ii), b(ii)
and c(ii)).
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 Confirmation of the mean values of the separated data without data deformation by using the truncated SVD cleaning process on the
gradient mechanochemical cleavage data of (a) 1 × 1 mm, (b) 3 × 3 mm, and (c) 10 × 10 mm.
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3.5. Chemical gradient for future applications (discussion)

The advantages of gradient patterning using AFM are as follows.
(i) Unlike the previous method of creating a gradient by
adjusting the reach of plasma using an additional mask during
plasma processing,22 a gradient can be created even in a small
area without a mask requiring additional processing. (ii)
Patterning can be performed immediately at the desired loca-
tion. (iii) Using the fact that the surface friction of graphene and
functionalized graphene is different immediately aer
patterning, the gradient on the surface can be immediately
checked through LFM, and parameter optimization can be
quickly performed to create the desired gradient.

An important difference from ref. 21 is that the form of
erasing uorene can be created as a gradient. This can be seen
as a preparation step for an important application from an
energy point of view. If a surface with a difference in gradient
surface potential is placed in an ionic liquid such as an elec-
trolyte, the ions move to one side due to the difference in
surface potential and generate an electric current. Therefore, it
is considered as a self-powered source by spontaneous current
formation. Using this, H2O in moisture is combined with the
chemical gradient graphene surface to generate proton-like
ions, and it can be used for ‘moisture electricity generation
(MEG)’ in which the voltage is generated by the difference in
proton density.

For use as a power source by using the difference in potential
of the gradient surface, it is necessary to manufacture it in
a large area with AFM technology by stitching the area. In the
case of patterning a large area, it inevitably meets the possibility
of working on an unclean surface. This experiment was per-
formed as a viewpoint of verication of manufacturing
a chemical gradient under any condition of the surface, and it
was conrmed that a clear gradient was produced through
somewhat messy results or analysis techniques.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
In addition, depending on the surface chemistry of func-
tionalized graphene, the formation of a chemical gradient in
which metal is deposited and grown differs, and the electrical/
optical characteristics of a transition metal dichalcogenide
(TMDC) appear different when bonded with a semiconducting
2-dimensional TMDC. In addition, it can be used for micro-
uidic research on gradient-driven liquid movement under no
power circumstance through positional control of wettability
based on the surface chemical gradient.
4. Conclusions

In this study, we demonstrated the feasibility of gradient
mechanochemical cleavage in large-area uorinated or hydro-
genated graphene using a method of continuously changing the
mechanochemical reaction rate by adjusting the normal load
and dwell time during scanning via a contact-mode AFM. We
evaluated the produced mechanochemical cleavage by LFM,
conrming successful gradient formation on the CMG surface.
In addition, we accurately dened the potential gradient
mechanochemical cleavage by removing unnecessary informa-
tion on the obtained AFM/LFM data using a truncated SVD
method. This work provides a useful technique for many
applications utilizing continuous changes in the surface energy
of graphene, such as self-powered systems, spontaneous
movement of water droplets, electronic devices utilizing
continuous changes in the band gap, thermos-electronics using
thermal conductivity changes, and selective atomic deposition
due to surface energy differences.
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